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FOREWORD
Welcome to this year's CITEE 2012 in Yogyakarta.
Peace be upon you. First of all, praise to Allah, for blessing us with healthy and ability to come
here, in the Conference on lnfonnation Technology and Electrical Engineering 2012 (CITEE 2012).
]fthere is some noticeable wisdoms and knowledge must come from Him.
This conference is the fourth annual conference organized by the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Information Technology, Faculty of Engineering, Universitas Gadjab Mada. It is
expected that CITEE 2012 can serve as a forum for sharing knowledge and advances in the field of
Information Technology and Electrical Engineering, especially between academic and industry
researchers.
On behalf of the committee members, Iwould like to say thank you to all of the writers, who come
here enthusiastically to share experiences and knowledge. 1 also would like to say thank you to the
keynote speakers for the participation and contribution in this conference.
According to our record, there are 150 papers from 15 countries are being submitted to this
conference and after underwent reviewing process there are 78 papers that will be presented. It is a
52% acceptance rate. There are 15 papers in the field of Power Systems, 26 papers in the area of
Signals System and Circuits, 11 papers in Communication System and 26 papers in Information
Technology. Furthermore, the proceedings of this conference is expected to be used as reference for
the academic and practitioner alike.
Finally, I would like to say thank you to all of the committee members, who worked tirelessly to
prepare this conference. Special thank to lEEE Computer Society Indonesian Chapter, Department
of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology UGM and LPPM UGM for the support,
facility and funds.
Thank you and enjoy the conference, CITEE 2012, and the city, Yogyakarta
12 July 2012
Widyawan
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Abstract= Indoncsia tourism and travel information should
reach people from all levels of society around the world. To
do this, Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy of the
Republic of Indonesia must meet the wide audience various
needs. The case study in this article is the website "Visit
Indonesia-Indonesia Official Websitc for Tourism and
Travel Information" which can be accessed at
http://indonesia.travel!. We chose this case study to see the
website interface design and usability, in addition, we are
going to popularize Indonesia tourism and travel highlights.
The purpose of this article is to see the website's usability
functions, to evaluate the, website interface design and 10
give somc suggestions in order to make a better interface
design that will escalate the wcbsite usability.
Keywords - Interface, Usability, Website
L INTRODUCTION
Websites are used daily for reading news, finding
work vacancy, shopping, finding telephone information,
ordering food, planning for a trip, selling products and
even helping a company business process. Services
conceming customers such as customer care in a
company, interne! banking service, online reservation
service, product promotion and marketing, project
management or even e-learning are examples of many
services using web based application.
Interface development for tourism website must
actively involving user from planning trough evaluation.
If a user feels uncomfortable in using an application or a
product or a service then it can be assumed that it is
difficult to use and has the potential to be a failure. If a
website is a failure then there will be a certain loss in all
of the money spent in the development of the website,
loss in reaching market success, user 'disappointment, trip
plans cancelation, bad image and business process
disturbance.
Usability is a term used to indicate that people can
employ a particular tool with ease in order to achieve
certain goals. Usability can also refer to the method used
to measure the usability and the study of neatness or
efficiency of an object.
IT. LITERATURE REVIEW
Advance interface design has the following
characteristics [1]:
a. Standardization: The uniformity of the properties
of user interfaces in different applications.
DEEIT,UGM - IEEE Comp. Soc. Incl.Chapter
b. Integration Integration of
packaged applications and software tools.
c. Consistency Uniformity 111 -the
application program.
d. Portability The possibility to
convert data III a variety of hardware and
software.
There are several things that cause reduced levels of
usability of an interface design system, they arc:
a. Text not yet clear and precise wording that is not
in doubt ask the cause and finally re-read, which
allows users in interpreting it wrong.
b. The graphics are not exactly that important
elements are hidden.
c. The title is not representative. It also creates
confusion and hinders the ability of in view of the
relationships that exist.
d. Requests for information that :5 not important or
irrelevant, information requests require a
rethinking of the previous answers that confuse
users which in turn lead to errors.
e. Layout is not structured and directed that allow
the occurrence of errors.
f. Poor quality of presentation, it is difficult to read,
would reduce the ability of users and cause the
error again.
There are many usability methods and principles that
exist such as usability inspections methods and discount
usability methods [2], formative and summative usability
evaluations [3]. These methods usually may also
accompany think-a-loud protocols and competitive
analysis. In any usability evaluation, there are always
discussions regarding how many users are enough for a
test. A study by Nielsen [4] further suggests that five
users are enough. Research by Faulkner [5] suggests that
as many as 85% of usability problems but that as few as
55% could be found as well with using only five users.
With increasing the number of users to 15, the range of
problems found can be 90-97%.
Usability dimensions which are classified Whitney
Quesenbery [6], as follows:
Effective Effective is the first E. I f a user cannot
actually do something he or she set out to do. It probably
doesn't matter whether the experience was short or long,
easy or hard. In the end, they have failed to complete
their tasks or meet their goals. If we want to measure
21
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effectiveness, we have 10 define success or usefulness,
whether this is relatively straight forward or more subtle.
Efficient Efficiency may be something that is
carefully defined. for example in a call ccnter where
operators arc measured on the number of calls they can
handle in a day. It may be a subjective judgment when a
task is taking "too long" or "too many clicks."
Engaging "Engaging" replaces "satisfaction,"
looking for a word that suggests the ways that the
interface can draw someone into a site or a task. It also
looks at the quality of the interaction, or how well the
user can connect with the way the product is presented
and organized.
Error tolerant It would bc lovely to say "error free" or
"prevents errors" but mistakes, accidents and
misunderstandings will happen. The cat nudges the
mouse as you click. YOLl misread a link and need to find
your way back, or enter a number with a type. The real
test is how helpful the interface is when an error does
occur.
Easy to learn A product may be used just once, once
in a while. or on a daily basis. It may support a task that
is easy or complex: and the user may be an expert or a
novice in this task. But every time it is used the interface
must be remembered or rclcarned, and new areas of the
product may be explored over time.
Usability is defined by 5 quality components [7]:
Learnability How easy is it for users to accomplish
basic tasks the first time they encounter the design?
Efficiency Once users have learned the design,
how quickly can they perform tasks?
Memorability When users return to the design after
not using it for a certain period, how easily can they
reestablish proficiency?
Errors How many errors do users make, how
severe are these errors, and how easily C3n they recover
from the errors?
Satisfaction How pleasant is it to use the design?
III. METHODOLOGY
The broad information on tourism triggers users to
seek information on a website. Therefore in this research,
testing was conducted by collecting the required data
from users. Data is collected by using survey methods
and testing the formal usability to users. The respondents
are selected by considering their background, activity,
knowledge, skills, and frequency of Internet use. Formal
usability testing questionnaire is given to 30 respondents
with 3 different types of respondents which are college
student, lecturer, and general public. The three
respondents comprised the skilled and unskilled in using
computers and the Internet.
The survey was conducted to obtain early feedback,
each function that is considered a problem for users and
to the user general perception of the application.
Analyses were performed according to the criteria
of usability tests mentioned before.
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From the analysis done by looking at the eriteria
specified for testing combined with the results of the
questionnaire, we will give advice(s) in accordance with
the results that we have processed from data gathering
and testing.
Criteria used for the usability tests are easy to use,
easy to learn (terms used, system speed, time, and
consistency), system fault, and the language that should
be used in Indonesia Official Tourism Website [8].
IV. RESULT A D Drscussro
This section will discuss the results of data collection
that was carried out, the usability levels of Indonesia
Official Tourism Websitc, and the problems encountered
in Indonesia Official Tourism Website.
A. Usability Tests
Measurements of the usability tests of Indonesia
Official Tourism Wchsitc can be seen from the
questionnaire filled out by respondents, which can
represent any question of the criteria used for the
usability tests, 10 questions given in the questionnaire are
as follows:
I. Is there any latest news on Indonesia Official
Tourism Websitc?
2. Are the destination search results satisfactory?
3. Are the activities search results satisfactory?
4. Is the applied language appropriate'!
5. Does the image on the moments captured
considered as good?
6. Are the locations shown on the Map of Indonesia
correct?
7. is the information obtained in event list complete?
8. Is the information obtained 111 the FAQ's
complete?
9. Is there any difficulty in filling the register form
on the Register menu?
10. Is the Contact Us menu easy to use?
The 10 questions on the questionnaire are answered as
"Yes" and "No", if the answer is "No", there are entries
for the reasons and suggestions.
The results of the analysis and the questions asked of
respondents look like in table I.
TABLE I. RESULT OF ANALYSIS AND QUESTION
Usability Levels Result (%)
Easy To Use 83.33
Easy To Learn 85.83
System Fault 45.56
Language Used 100
The following is an explanation of the analysis and
answers from the respondents conducted in accordance
with the criteria of usability tests was:
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I) Easy To Use
Easy 10 use in here is intended 10 operate the menus or
elements contained in the Indonesia Official Tourism
Website can be operated easily.
1) Easy 10 learn
The easy to learn of the menus or elements contained
111 the Indonesia Official Tourism Website contents
measurements can be seen in the following aspects:
Terms Used, System Speed, Time, and Consistency.
A detailed explanation of each of aspects is as
follows.
Terms Used Due to the limited knowledge, amongst
the overall terms contained in Indonesia Official Tourism
Website used such as the name of the menu, subrnenu,
menu page headers, field lines, captions, etc., there are
two terms that is difficult to understand by the
respondents and the authors. These terms are: MICE,
Ecotourism
System Speed From the analysis the authors state that
speed of Indonesia Official Tourism Website is quite fasl
in responding to any command given. However responds
speed depends on the speed of the internet through
Indonesia Official Tourism Website.
Time It does not need a long time to access
each menu. There is no complaining from the respondent
concerning time needed in accessing each menu that are
listed in the questions.
Consistency The authors analyze that consistency of
Indonesia Tourism Official Website is quite high, on each
menu we click there are almost no inconsistency in it.
The inconsistencies found are the difference of interface
when changing the website language and the changed or
removed sidebars in different pages.
3) System Fault
At the time of testing, some respondents see the
mistakes made by the system (Indonesia Official Tourism
Website) when performing a search. Almost respondents
made the same comment. Comments provided that they
complained that the destinations and activities are not
sorted based on popularity but on alphabetical order,
which indicates that the destinations and activities on top
of the list are not the most recommended by Indonesia
Official Tourism Website as seen in figure I and 2.
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Figure I. Search Destinations
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4) Language Used
Indonesia Official Tourism Website r ,
eight languages. All respondent COl11l11.
language used in the websuc is appn
fulfilled the language grammar. Languag "a'
Indonesian and English.
B. Problems Encountered
At the time of testing, respondents <' .v-untered S0!
problems in Indonesia Official Tourism . .:l,,,ile.
.iblc 111
.hat the'
and h<l~
hey see IS
Term The main problems enco •..·.tcred by
respondents and the authors relates to h.' iI 1I101ogy. 1;
are three terms that are rarely heard or' 'Id in c ·er:-
terms, namely: MICE and Ecotourism.
Dissatisfaction of respondents on the lI't: f f a specific
menu Almost respondents answered J' "('n l' rnbc
3 and 4 with "No", indicating that 1[...;'. .1 a . -rtai
degree of dissatisfaction with the sear, h :slt rion-
and activities in Indonesia Official r", H \. -site
since it is not sorted by the most reconu.u- .,.!.
Difficulty respondents on the use of ••. uccific cnn
Another problem is some of the resp« .k.. , had' It,·
using a particular menu. Some of the! -r- ,ndent!-. ,,-(
difficult to use the menu Conlact U~ i' " filling :.,..:
form on the Register menu because thcr- , .. reCAPTI 11 \
function.
v. CONCLUSION AND RECC(' DATION
Usability testing on the interface ot onesia Official
Tourism Web site can be deduced accc- ng to the tested
usability criteria which include easy to '''c. easy to learn
(terms used, system speed, time, and Cl'pj-'i..:ncy), system
fault, and the language that should ;. used on the
website. The analysis and questioner re .. :I.S show that
these criteria have more than 50% for the nteria easy to
use, easy to learn, and language used. \ hile for the
system fault is less than 50% that ind ate that this
website is satisfactory, a good screen de" n, interactive
interfaces, and high levels of usability pia) an important
role to the advancement of a website. Si: ularly, terms
used and the syntax is using the stand.ud language
making it easy to understand. Other .ssues and
suggestions from users may be foreseen through this test.
A user-oriented system development must this be done
by the manager of the web site to get an optimal results.
23
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Below is the advices given by the respondents and the
author for the improvement of Indonesia Official
Tourism Website:
a. Negate the reCAPTCHA on the menu Contact Us
and in Register form, because not everyone can
understand how to use it.
b. Sort the search results of destinations and activities
based on the most recommended or on popularity
rating.
c. Fixing the inconsistency on page layout for each
language.
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